[The task of determining the local structure of proteins by Overhauser effect nuclear spectroscopy addressed once more].
The testing of the earlier developed theoretical method for determining the backbone protein conformations (the local structure) on the basis of the two-dimensional nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE) spectroscopy has been fulfilled. The method approval has been carried out by the calculation (based upon spectral NOE parameters) of the local plastocyanin and bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor structures followed by the comparison of the received conformational parameters with the X-ray data. The comparison of the molecular conformations in solution and crystal has been implemented for different fragments of the polypeptide chain (beta-structures, alpha-helices, irregular segments) using the mathematical statistics methods. The verification of the "zero" hypothesis about the similarity of phi and psi variation rows which was carried out at the reliability level of 0.99 showed that in both cases there were no systematic deviations of dihedral angles of the compared conformations and that their dispersion differences were statistically indiscernible. It has been concluded that the approved method permits to determine the local structure of the conformationally rigid proteins (or their fragments) at the level close to that which provides the high resolution X-ray analysis.